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WHAT

manner of man was Ludwig
eWais~g~onStce~
e ~;? answer, which is
vague, large, and
true, is: a manof rarest genius. Of al wordsthat
defy definition--which may be, simply, all
words--geniusis the most defiant. But howelse
describe a manwhowas a logician of the first
order; a writer of Germanprose abundant in
intellectual passion and disciplined clarity (perhaos only talent is neededfor writin r such nrose
in any other language, but certainl,, gemusfor
writing it in German); an engineer of great
promise and someachievement; the architect of
a modernmansion;a gifted sculptor; a musician
whovery probably would have beck,me, had he
chosen this career, a remarkable c~nductor; a
hermit capable of enduring for long periods the
utmost rigours of mind and loneliness; a rich
manwho chosepoverty; a Cambridge professor
whothought and taught but neither lectured nor
dined?

He was also an Austrian who conquered
British philosophy;but this, as befits Austrian
conquests, was due to a misunderstanding. At
least he himself believed that it was so. When
the. pa.ges of the journal Mindwere filled with
varlauons on his philosophical themes, he
praised a certain Americandetective-story magazine, and wonderedhow, with the offer of such
reading matter, "anyone can read Mind with
all its impotenceand bankruptcy." Whenhis influence at Oxfordwas at its height, he referred
to it as "a philosophical desert" and as "the influenza area." Theseare ironical exaggerations,
but undoubtedlyserious as expressions of Wittgenstein’s discontent.
Whyshould he have been so displeased with
the rble his thought played in contemporary
philosophical circles? Whatwas the source o£ his
suspicion that a misunderstandingwas viciously
at work in the proliferation of his views and
methods throughout the departments of philosophy? Andif it was a misunderstanding, was
it avoidable?Thesequestions raise a bigger one:
what is the nature of philosophical opinion?

Tar occasiono/ these notes is t ~e recent appearance
o/ LudwigWittgenstein’s xr~r rr~rs
BROWN
BOOI~S
(Basil Blackwell, ~558), and NormanMalcolm’srv~w~w~r~o~s~"~N--^
with a BiographicalSketch by Go.orgHenrik yon Wright(Ox[ordUniversity Press, ~958).
*a~v~.^~r~ ~ow~Boo~s,illuminaffngly prelacedby Mr. RushRhees, weredictated by Wittgenstein to someo[ his pupils at various times between~933andz935. Theyare indispensable/or
any study o/ the intellectual history that led, within the li/etlme o] the maturegenerationo/
Anglo-Saxon
philosophers,to a [undamental
changein philosophicalopinion---a break outwardly
less dramaticbut probablymoresignificant than that whichoccurredwhenBertrandRussell
and G. E. Moorebanished the tery much"post"-Hegelian metaphysicso[ F. H. Bradley and
BernardBosanquet[romthe acad:micscene.
It is the moststrangecharacterirtic o] the new"revolution"that it wasthe sameman,Ludwig
Wittgenstein, who both per[ected the "old system" (in the r~^cxa~:vs ro¢ico-vmLosovmcus,
finished by z9z8, first pubhshedin ~92z) and initiated its destruction (with vmrosovmc^r
~rqvrsrI¢^’rxor~s, completeby s949, posthumouslypublished in ~953). Mr. Malcolm’s
greatly assisted by Pro[essoryon~Frlght’sin]ormativesketch, is a noblebiographicaldocument,
the moremovingby virtue o/its simplicity andaffectionate restraint. It is/rom this book that
the biographicalre/erences o/mynotes are taken.
E. H.
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Ludwig Wittgenstein
r R r are philosophies which, however
T Hdifficult
they maybe, it is in principle easy
to teach and to learn. Of course, not everyone
can teach or leain philosophy--aslittle as higher
mathematics; but the philosophies of certain
philosophers have this in commonwith higher
mathematicsthat they present the simple alternative of being either understood or not understood. It is, in a final analysis, impossibleto
misunderstandthem. This is true of Aristotle,
or St. ThomasAquinas, or Descartes, or Locke,
or Kant. Suchphilosophies are like mountains:
you can climb to their tops or you can give up;
or like weights:you can lift themor they defeat
you; and in either case you will knowwhat has
happened and "where you are." But this is not
so with the thought of Plato, or St. Augustine,
or Pascal, or Kierkegaard, or Nietzsche. Their
philosophies are like human faces on the
features of which are inscribed, disquietin 1 ,
-the destinies of souls; or like cities rich in ~iYs
tory. "Do you understand Kant?" is a question
like "Have you been to the summit of Mont
Blanc?" The answer is yes or no. "Do you understand Nietzsche?" is like asking "Do ybu
knowRome?"The answer is simple only if you
have never been there. The trouble with Wittgenstein’s thinking is that it sometimeslooks
morelike Descartes’: you believe you can learn
it as you learn logic or mathematics. But it
almost always is morelike Pascal’s: you maybe
quite sure you cannot. For to understand it on
its ownlevel is as mucha matter of imagination
and character as it is one of "thinking." Its
temperatureis of its essence,in its passionlies its
seriousness, the rhythmof its sentences are as
telling as is that whichthey tell, and sometimes
it is a semi-colonwhichmarks the frontier between a thought and a trivialit Howis this?
Arewespeakingof an artist o~Y’aphilosop,,h, er?
Weare speaking of LudwigWittgenstein. Der
Philosophbehandelt eine Frage;wie eine Kranl~heit.’" It is a profoundsemi-colon,and not even
Miss Anscombe’scompetentwork as a translator
could save the profundity: "The philosopher’s
treatment of a question is like the treatment of
an illness" is, by comparison,a flat apersu.
~ I L o s o v Kv, for Wittgenstein,wasnot a
p profession.
It was a consumingpassion; and
r

not just "a" passion, but the only possible form
of his existence. The thought of losing his gift
for philosophymadehim feel suicidal. He could
not but have contempt for philosophers who
"did" philosophy and, having done it, thought
of other things:, of money,publication lists,
academic advancements, university intrigues,
love-affairs, or the Athenaeum--andthought of
these things in a manner which showed even
moreclearly than the products of their thought
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that they had philosophised with muchless than
their whole person. Wittgenstein had no difficulty in detecting in their style of thinking,
debating, or writing, the corruption of the
divided life, the painless jugglery with words
and meanings,the shallowflirtation with depth,
and the ear deaf to the command
of authenticity.
Thinking for him was as much a moral as an
intellectual concern.In this lay his affinity with
Otto Weininger,for whomhe had great respect.
The spectacle of the detachability of a thought
from a manfilled him with loathing and with
an anger very muchlike that with which Rilke
in the fourth of the DuinoElegies denounced,
throughthe imageof the dancer, the cursed nonidentity between performer and performance:
... Howgrace/ully he moues!
Andyet he is disguised,a dressed-upphilistine,
Whowill comehomesoon, entering through the
&itchen.
1 cannotbearthese mas&s,
hal[-filled with life.
Had Wittgenstein ever cared to write about
himself, this apparendy most "intellectual" of
philosophers might have said:
I have at all times thought with mywhole
body and mywhole life. I do not knowwhat
purely intellectual problemsare .... Youknow
these things by wayof thinking, yet your thought
is not your experiencebut the reverberation of
the experienceof others; as your roomtrembles
whena carriage passes. I amsitting in that carriage, andoften amthe carriage itself.
This, however, was written by Nietzsche. And
it was Nietzsche whomhe resembled in many
other ways:in his homelessness,his resdess wanderings, his perpetualsearch for the exacdyright
conditions in whichto work,his loneliness, his
asceticism, his needfor affection and his shyness
in giving it, his intellectual extremismwhich
drove thought to the border of insanity, the
elasticity of his style and(as weshall see) in one
philosophically most important respect. Like
Nietzsche then, he knew that philosophical
opinion was not merely a matter of logically
demonstrablerights or wrongs. This most rigorous logician was convincedthat it was aboveall
a matter of authenticity--and thus, in a sense,
not at all of negotiable opinions. Whatassumed
with him so often the semblanceof intolerable
intellectual pride, was the demand, which he
madeupon himself still more than uponothers,
for the absolutely authentic utterance. Thequestion was not only "Is this opinion right or
wrong?"but also "Is this or that person entitled
to this or that opinion?"This lent to his manner
of debating the tone, at times, of an Old Testamentprophetic harshness: he wouldsuddenly be
seized by an uncontrollable desire to mete out
intellectual punishment.He reacted to errors of
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judgmentas if they were sins of tie heart, and
violently denied opinions, whichin themselves--,
if this distinction were possible--might have
been harmless enough or even ",:orrect"; and
denied thembecause they wereuntrue in the self
that uttered them: they lacked th: sanction of
the moraland intellectual pain suffc red on behalf
oftruth.

W

I T T G E N $ T E I N, as Mr. Malcolmremembers, once said, using a corr parison with

swimming,that "just as one’s bodyhas a natural
tendency towards the surface an¢ one has to
makean exertion to get to the bottom--so it is
with thinking." Andin talking about the stature
of a philosopher, he remarked"tha: the measure
of a man’s greatness wouldbe in terms of what
his workcost him." It is Kantian ethics applied
to the realm of thought: true moral goodness
was for Kant a victory over natural inclination,
the cosdier the better. Nietzsche too was, by
character and insight, such a Kantian moralist
of the intellectual life; yet he, wl’o was never
more ingenious than ’in producing the devastating argumentagainst himself, could also say
this:

!.n the history of philosophy,is anythingbut the
result of the utmostintellectual detachment.Its
first emotional effect uponthe reader maywell
be one of exasperated melancholia--the effect
which Robert Musil (not for nothing an Austrian
contemporaryof Wittgenstein’s) ascribes in The
ManWithout Qualities to a certain thinker:
He had drawnthe curtains and workedin the
subduedlight of his roomlike an acrobat who,
in an onlyhalf-illuminatedcircus tent andbefore
the publicis admitted,showsto a select audience
of expertshis latest break-neck
leaps ....
Yet Wittgenstein’s workis none the less suffused
with authentic pathos, and will one day be seen
as an integral part in the tragically self-destructive design of Europeanthought.
s v somemiracle both Europeanhistory and
IFthought
continue, then the future historians

of thought will be not a little puzzled by Wittgenstein. For nothing could be less predictable
than that a work which more de6ply than any
other affected contemporaryAnglo-Saxonphilosophy, Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, should have as its motto a sentence fi:om
the classical comic playwright of Austria,
The labour involved in climbing a mountain Nestroy. Or that its philosophical author should
is no measureof its height. But wh(re knowledge have experienced a kind of religious awakening
is concerned,
it is to be different;;Lt least this is
thanks to a performance of Die Kreuzelwhat we are told by somewhoc, msider themschreiber by Anzengruber,a considerably lesser
selves initiates: the effort whicha truth costs is
Austrian dramatist. However, these will be
to decide its value l This crazy morality is
foundeduponthe idea that "truths" are like the
minorsurprises, less important, certainly, than
installations in a Swedishgymnasium,
designed Professor von Wright’s perspicacious discovery
to tire one out--a morality of tht: mind’sathof the affinities betweenWittgenstein’s manner
letics andgymnastic
displays.
of thinking and writing and that of the great
x8th-century Germanaphorist Lichtenberg. But
Perhaps it is a pity that Wittgens:ein was not
the manalso to say things of this k nd. It might of greater weight still wouldbe the realisation
that the nameof Wittgenstein marks the hishavelightened the burdenof earnc st irritability
torical point at which, most unexpectedly, the
carried by manya contemporary ?hilosophical
cool, analytical intellect of British philosophy
debate.
meets with those passions of mind and imagination whichwe associate first with Nietzsche and
II
then, in manifold crystallisations, with such
I~ r appreciation ofWittgensteinas a person
Austrians as Otto Weininger, Adolf Loos, Karl
and thinker (and how misleading is this
Kraus, Franz Kafka, and Robert Musil.
"and"I) is bedevilled by a persistent optical
Like Otto Weininger, Wittgenstein believed
delusion. The high moral pathos cf his life (in
in the surpassingethical significance of thinking,
whichhis "legend"has already taken firm roots)
and in thought as both a deeply personal and
seemsat first glance to be unconne~ted with the
almost religiously supra-personal dedication.
drift and trend, the content and rrethod of his
WithAdolf Loos he shared the radical rejection
philosophical thought. Every page of Pascal or
of all ornamental comforts and decorative reKierkegaardor Nietzsche at once c 3nveys, how- laxations of the mind, and the concentration on
ever impersonal maybe the subj.~ct-matter, a
the urest lines of the intellectual architecture;
withPKarl Kraus, the convictiono£ an inescapsense of urgent personal involvement. But it is
ossible for anyonebut the most seasitively preable bondbetweenthe forms of living, thinking,
isposed to read manypages of Wittgenstein’s
feeling, and the forms of language (Wittgenstein’s dictum, "Ethics and ~esthetics are one,"
without suspecting that the ruthl:ss precision
and often apparently eccentric virtuosity of this
mayserve as a perfect characterisation of Karl
thinking, whichhas neither modelsnor parallels
Kraus’ artistic credo). As far as Kafka and
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Musil are concerned, a comparisonbetweentheir
styles of writing (and therefore modesof perception) and Wittgenstein’s wouldcertainly be
as fruitful as that betweenhis and Lichtenberg’s;
and the morerevealing because there can be no
question of influence beyondthe anonymousand
peculiarly Austrian dispensations of the Zeitgrist, whicheven suggests that there is a family
resemblance between the logical structures,
the motives and intentions, of Wittgenstein’s
Tractatus and those of SchSnberg’s musical
theory--for SchSnbergtoo is guided by the conviction that the "language" of his medium,
music, has to be raised to that level of logical
necessity which wouldeliminate all subjective
accidents. It is in such a constellation of minds
that Wittgenstein is perhaps truly at home,
whereasin t,h,e history of British philoso,p.hyhe
maymerely hold an important position.’ This
at least is one wayof accounting for the discomforts he suffered from the British philosophical climate and on a philosophical scene
which so deceptively appeared to be largely of
his own making.
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hitherto enjoyed." He disagrees with the
disciples of Wittgenstein most radically when
they tend to regard "as an outdated folly the
desire to understandthe world"--as distinct, it
would seem, from their own desire to understand the workings of language. If incomprehensioncan ever be significant, then this can be
said of Lord Russell’s estimate of Philosophical
Investigations. For he certainly knewwhat he
attacked whenonce upona time he victoriously
fought.
. the domineering
influenceof Bradley’s
tdeahsm, and also knew what he welcomed
whenWittgenstein first sent him the Tractatus.
But the later Wittgensteinis to him, on his own
confession, "completely unintelligible." This
might clearly show which of the two recent
changesin philosophical oudook--R,ussell’sdislodging of Bradley, or Wittgenstein s superseding of Wittgenstein--is the more profound.
BertrandRussell was at intellectual ease with
Bradley as well as with the Wittgenstein of the
Tractatus because both were, like he himself,
philosophers thinking within the metaphysical
tradition of European philosophy. This goes
withoutsaying in the case of Bradley.In the case
of the Tractatus it maysoundalarming. But it is
HAXare the motives and intentions of
true to say that in its ownway--andan exceedWittgenstein’s philosophy? What is,
ingly subtle wayit is I--the Tractatus particibeyondand aboveits ownphilosophical declarations, the historical meaningof that "revolution" pates in a pre-Kantian metaphysicalfaith: that
there is, in howeversmall an area of humanunwhich changed the face of Anglo-Saxonphiloderstanding, a pre-established correspondence
sophy in the course of Wittgenstein’s gradual
betweenthe cognitive faculties of manand the
modification and final abandonmentof some of
the principles laid downin his Tractatus Logico- nature of the world. In other words: what man
thinks and feels--and therefore says--about the
Philosophicus?Has it analogies with the revoluworld, has a chance of being metaphysically
tionary effects of other philosophies?
true. At a time whenphilosophers were still on
In his book, MyPhilosophical Development,
intimate terms with God, this metaphysical
Bertrand Russell engages in a bitter attack on
faith found its luminously comprehensive
the author of Philosophical Investigations, a
dogma:Godis no deceiver; He has created the
broadside which, if it is not damaging,is yet
world and planted in manthe desire to underilluminating.* The manwhowas one of the first
mrecognise Wittgenstein’s Tractatus as a work stand it; He has also endowedhim with perception and rationality, which mancannot help
of philosophicalgenius (even if he interpreted it
too exclusively as the culmination of his own taking for the servants of this desire. Couldit
have been God’s intention to frustrate it from
doctrine of "Logical Atomism")says nowof the
the outset by giving man nothing but the
Philosophical Investigations that he has not
illusion of understanding?Is the creature made
found in it "anything interesting"--"I cannot
in His ownimageto be the eternal dupe of the
understand whya whole school finds important
universe? The simple faith that this cannot be
wisdomin its pages." He abhors the suggestion,
lies at the heart of eventhe mostcomplexphilowhich he believes to be implied in Wittgenstein’s later work, "that the world of language sophical systems whichever since the I7th century have profoundlyaffected Europeanthought.
can be quite divorced from the world of fact,"
This faith is discernible behind the scholastic
and suspects that such a view must render philoapparatus of Leibniz’s Pre-established Harmony
sophical activity trivial ("at best, a slight help
and Descartes’ Cogito ergo sum, those grandiose
to lexicographers,and at worst, an idle tea-table
attempts logically to demonstrate the integral
amusement")by insidiously giving to "language
accord between human thought and the true
an untrammelled freedom which it has never
nature of Being. Andit is the same faith in
reason’s power, to "comprehendthe wondrous
* See "Russell and Wittgenstein," in ENCOUNrZR,architecture of the world," which inspires the
January,pp. 8, 9.
great cosmicdiscoveries of that age. "Thanksbe
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unto you, myLord, our Creator, /~or granting
meinsight into the beauty of your creation."
Thus speaks Kepler in concluding The Harmony of the Cosmos.
~ s a far cry fromDescartesto Wittgenstein’s
IXTractatus.
Yet there is an an,~le of vision
from whichthe Tractatus looks like a last victory of the traditional metaphy.,ical faith: a
Pyrrhic victory.
Comparedto the vast dominions that metaphysical thought had claimedin the past for its
settlements of truth, there is nowhardly more
than a little provinceof "significa:at" speechin
a vast area of silence. But with!n this catastrophically narrowedspace mancan still confidently assert sometruths about th~ world, utter
words the meaning of which is not imprisoned
within themselves, and speak sent,:nces the significance of which is not whol.y embedded
within the flux of linguistic commerceand convention. No, there are still words;~nd sentences
whichare true in an absolute sense, reflect "that:
which is the case," and picture Reality. Of
course, this ideal correspondence
be :weenpicture
and model, thought and world, language and
reality, is not easily attained. Its co adifion is the
observanceof the strictest logical xules. Thusit
will hardly ever occur in the actuality of human
speech. Yet it is realised, nevertlteless, in the
essence of language:indeed, it is its real meaning. True, in order to speak "essmtially" and
"significantly," we must leave muca unsaid. But:
once we respond to the "atomic facts" (the
bricks of the intelligible world) with "atomic
propositions" or their "truth-functional compounds"(concepts which Wittgenstein, considerably modifying and refining them, took over
from Russell), our speech, and ’:herefore our
thought, is perfectly attuned to Reality: for
"Logicis not a theory but a mirro :-reflection of
the world." And although Wittgenstein courageouslyinsisted that in proposingthis relationship betweenlanguageand fact he iaimself broke
the law governing meaningful prcpositions, his
Tractatus is yet built upona site salvagedfrom
the metaphysical estate of the Fre-established
Harmony. The ground, however, was soon to
give; and as it gave, BertrandRu.,sell (for one)
saw nothing but collapse. Andit is true that
from the Blue Bool(s onwards Wittgenstein
immersedhimself in a philosophical enterprise
which, if set up against the traditional hopes
of philosophers, looks desperate in.]eed.
For its intention is to cure philosophersof a
sickness the nameof which mayw:ll be--philosophy. His aphorismof the philosopher’s treating questions as if they were patients has more
than epigrammaticrelevance.

III
~ r. B ~ S A ~ betweenTractatus and Philosophical Investigations is of the same kind
as that between Nietzsche’s The Birth oI
Tragedy (~87~) and his Human,All-too-Human
(r879). In both cases it was broughtabout by the
abnegation of metaphysics,the loss of faith in
any pre-established correspondencebetween, on
the one hand, the logic of our thought and language, and, on the other, the "logic" of Reality.
In the courseof those eight years stretching from
The Birth of Tragedy to Human, All-tooHuman,Nietzsche came to believe that he had
freed himself of this "philosophical prejudice"-which he diagnosed as the prejudice vitiating
the wholehistory of thought--by turning (to use
Wittgenstein’s obviously autobiographical words
from Investigations) his "whole examination
round. (Onemight say: the axis of reference of
our examination must be rotated, but about the
fixed point of our real need.)" Nietzsche could
have written this. Indeed, it might serve as an
exact description of what he claimed as his
°great achievement: to have turned through rSo
our whole horizon around the point of our "real
need" which "needed" another vision, a need
radically different fromthat

T

which had been at work in forming the...
[traditional] categories of thought; namely,the
need not to "recognise" but to subsume, to
schematise, and, for the sake of communication
and calculation, to manipulate and fabricate
similarities and samenesses.... No,this wasnot
the workof a pre-existent "Idea"; it happened
underthe persuasionof usefulness:it wasprofitable to coarsen and level downthings; for only
then werethey calculable and comfortable....
Ourcategoriesare "truths" only in so far as they
makelife possiblefor us: Euclideanspaceis also
such a purposeful "truth."...The inner compulsion not to contradict these "truths," the
instinct to reach our kind of useful conclusions
is inbred in us, we almostare this instinct. But
hownaiveto take this as proofof a "truth per se."
Ourinability to contradict provesimpotenceand
not "truth."
It was Nietzsche’s declared intention not to
followany longer this "instinct" and thus to cure
the philosophicalsickness of centuries, just as it
was Wittgenstein’s to "solve the philosophical
~roblems"by recognising their source in "the
~unctioning of our language"--"in spite of an
instinct to misunderstandit." For Nietzsche the
truth about manwas that he must live without
Truth. This was the "real need." The creature
that wouldsatisfy it Nietzsche called Superman
--and never mindthe offensive word, poetically
begotten in a great mind by a Darwinian age.
~n his letters he often usedless grandiose,if not
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less ambitious, wordsin speaking of his philosophicalgoal, wordsto the effect that
he felt as thoughhe werewriting for people who
wouldthink in a quite different way,breathe a
different air of life fromthat of present-daymen:
for peopleof a different culture....
But this is reported by Professor von Wrightas
a saying of Wittgenstein’s.
w o u ~.D, of course, be absurd to represent
IXWittgenstein
as a latter-day Nietzsche, and
the comparison is certainly not meant to
"manipulateand fabricate similarities and samenesses." The two philosophers could hardly be
moredifferent in scope and.object, approachand
humour, key and tempo of their thought. Yet
they have in common
something which is of the
greatest significance: the creative distrust of all
those categorical certainties that, as if they were
an inherited anatomy, have been allowed to
determine the body of traditional thought.
Nietzsche and Wittgenstein share the genius for
directing doubt into the most unsuspected
hiding-places of error and fallacy: namely
where,as Wittgenstein puts it, "everything lies
open to inspection," whereeverything is simple
and familiar, where, day in day out, mantakes
things for granted--until suddenlyone day just
this fact strikes him as the "most striking and
most powerful." This may happen on the day
whensuspicion reaches the notion of "meaning,"
that is, the idea, held howevervaguely, that
through some kind of cosmic arrangement,
madeby Godor logic or the spirit of language,
a definite meaninghad becomeattached to the
world, to life, to facts, or to words. When
Nietzsche discovered the "death of God" the
universe of meaningscollapsed--everything, that
is, that was founded upon the transcendent
faith, or was leaning against it, or was intertwinedwith it: in fact, everything, as Nietzscbe
believed; and henceforward everything was in
needof revaluation.
With Wittgenstein the decisive change of
vision, which occurred between Tractatus and
Investigations, seemed centred upon a more
modestevent: the vanquishingof the belief in a
categorical logic of language, and hence in a
categorically harmoniousrelationship between
wordsand world. But the event behind the event
was of the same magnitude.It entailed the same
crisis of metaphysicalconfidencethat, with some
metaphysically more fanatical Germans and
Frenchmen,
leads to the great perversion of metaphysics:the lost belief in any rationally reliable
dealings with Reality was replaced by the notion
that (on the contrary) it was a Pre-established
Absurdity which determined the relationship
betweenthe intellectual constitution of manand
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the true constitution of the world. Nietzschewas
the first to conceiveof such a possibility. After
him European art and literature excelled in
showing man and world labouring under the
tragic or melancholyor grotesque or hilarious
compulsionto makenonsense of each other. And
there is a historical sense in which the two
extremes of contemporary philosophising-Heidegger’s tortuous metaphysical probings
into language and Wittgenstein’s absorption in
language-games (and some of the examples he
chooses reveal an almost Thurber-like talent for
absurd and grotesque inventions)--can be seen
as two aspects of the sameintention: to track
downto their source in language and there to
correct the absurdities of the humanendeavour
to speak the truth. It is an intention whichwas
by no meansalien to Nietzsche. Certainly, his
universal suspicion did not spare language, and
someof his utterances on the subject are almost
literally indistinguishable fromWittgenstein’s.
Veryearly in his philosophicallife, Nietzsche
knewthat he "whofinds languageinteresting in
itself has a mind different from him whoonly
regards it as a mediumof thought," and he left
no doubt which of the two he regarded as the
more philosophical mind: "Language is something all-too-familiar to us; therefore it needsa
philosopher to be struck by it." This is
Nietzsche’s wayof saying the same as Wittgenstein whenhe discovered that "the most important aspects of things are hidden from us by
virtue of their simplicity and familiarity." Or
whensometime later Nietzsche found that "the
philosopher is caught in the net of Language," he meant much the same as Wittgenstein who, referring to his ownTractatus,
said: "A picture held us captive. And we
couldnot get outside it, for it lay in our language
and language seemedto repeat it to us inexorably." Indeed, Nietzsche soundsas if he had in
mind the metaphysics of the Tractatus whenhe
speaks of the conclusion of a primitive meta,p, hysical peace which once upona time fixed
what henceforwardis to be called truth": "A
universally valid and compelling notation of
facts is invented and the legislation of language
issues into the principal rules for truth"--in the
manner,precisely, of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus:
"To give the essence of proposition means to
give the essence of all description, therefore the
essence of the world." But Nietzsche asks: "Is
languagethe adequate expression for all realities?" And soon he was to be still surer
that it was not. On the contrary, the grammatical and syntactical order of language, its
subjects, predicates, objects, causal and conditional connections,were"the petrified fallacies
of reason" which continued to exercise their
"seductive spell" uponour intelligence.
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Philosophyis a batde against the bewitchment These sentences from Wittgenstein’s Tractatus
of our intelligence by .meansof language.
might have been invented by Nietzsche--and
manylike these were in fact invented by him~
This last aphorismis by Wittgen.’tein; but it
when in The Will to Power, like an inspired
would be impossible to guess wheie Nietzsche
actor, like an initiate, he spoke the mind of
ends and Wittgenstein begins.
EuropeanNihilism which he so urgently desired
to overcome.
IV
Wittgenstein’s Investigations would be as
trivial as BertrandRussell thinks they are, were
N r of Wittgenstein’s aphorisms (unfortuinfinite intellectual patience not informed
nately mistranslated by Miss Anscombe-- their
with a sense of urgency not altogether unIike
a rare flaw in her work)runs as follows:
that which inspired Nietzsche’s prophetic imPhilosophyresults in the discoveryof one or
petuosity. To bring somelight into "the darkanotherpiece of simple nonsense,and in bruises
ness of this time"--this was the hesitant hope
whichthe understanding has suffered by bump- o~ the author of Philosophical Investigations.
ing its headagainst the limits of lan~age.They, This hope, like all true hope, was foundedupon
the bruises, makeus see the value of that disthe paradoxof faith: the faith despite doubt. It
covery.*
was, with Wittgenstein, the faith in language;
Andin one of the jottings of hi~ late years
and languageretained for him its all-importance
Nietzsche wrote under the heading fUNDA- even after it had ceased to be the mirror of
MENTAL
SOLUTION:
Reality. For when all the dangers of language
are exposed, when the captivity is shown in
Languageis foundeduponthe most naive prejudices .... Weread contradictions and problems which our minds are held by its metaphors,
when the witchcraft is denounced with which
into everythingbecausewethlnl( on,’y within the
it assails our intelligence, there still remainsthe
formsof language.... Wehaveto c, mseto thinl(
ineradicable trust in its ultimate wisdomand
i/ were~useto do it in the prison-~iouseof language; for we cannot reach further than the
its powerto heal our disease.
doubt which asks whether the limit we see is
really a limit .... All rationalthouT,ht is interO T H I N G in Wittgenstein’s work is more
pretation in accordancewith a wheraewhichwe
vulnerable to further questioning than this
cannotthrowoff.
trust; indeed, its very intellectual vulnerability
Yet neither Nietzsche nor Wittgens:ein "ceased
establishes it as his faith. Often he speaks of
to think." In Nietzsche’s thought, the persistent
language with utmost vagueness:
misgiving that the established cor ventions of
Whenphilosophers use a word--"knowledge,"
philosophical language did not cater for our
being, object, I, proposmon, name -"real" intellectual needswasonlyone facet of his
and try to graspthe essenceof the thing, onemust
central thesis: with the death of God,with the
alwaysask oneself: is the wordever actually used
silencing of that Wordwhich was : t the beginin this wayin the languagein whichit has its
ning, all certainties of faith, belief, metapyh
sics,
home?"*
morality, and knowledgehad come to an end,
and henceforward man was under the terrible
One maywell ask, who, with language speaking
compulsionof absolute freedom. Hi~ choice was
in a hundred tongues through our literatures,
that of either creating, with the surpassing
dialects, social classes, journals, and newspapers,
creativity of the Creator, his ownworld, or of
establishes this "actual use"? Shakespeare?
spiritually perishing. For the world as it is has
Donne? James Joyce? the Oxford Dictionary?
neither meanin nor value Meanin z and value
the College Porter? the local M.P.?the habitual
must be g~ven to it: by Godor by manhimself.
reader of the News oI the World? And when
If Godis dead and manfails, then nothing in
Wittgenstein says: "What we do is to bring
this world has any value and our ownlanguage
words back from their metaphysical to their
deceives us with all its ancient intimations of
everyday usage," or "WhenI talk about lanhigher meanings.
guage...I must speak the language of every
one cannot help being struck by the
In the worldeverythingis as it is and happens day,"
homely
imprecision of this programme. One
as it does happen.In it there is no value--andif
wonderswhyhe should not rather wish to bring
there were,it wouldbe of no value.
language back to Lichtenberg’s or Gottfried
Keller’s usage, or to the speech of Karl Kraus,
* Andthis is one of Karl Kraus’ aphorismson
language:"If I cannotget further, thi.,, is becauseI
have bangedmyheadagainst the wall of language.
* Wasit the vaguenessof this whichinducedthe
Then, with myhead bleeding, I withdraw. And translator to use "language-game"
wherethe Gerwant to go on."
manis simply "Sprache"?
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Ludwig Wittgenstein
which was in fact muchcloser to Wittgenstein’s
own than that of a Vienna or London"everyday." Or again, he says:
Philosophymayin no wayinterfere with the
actual use of language; it can in the end only
describeit .... It leaveseverythingas it is.
or

Wemust do awaywith all explanation, and
descriptionalone musttake its place.
But might we not be "held captive" by a picture
"actually used" in language, and can we be sure
that "actual usage" will never "bewitchour intelligence"? Andif it does, howare we to loosen
its grip without "explaining" its nature? (And
I amusing "explain" here as it’ is "actually
used.")
Or is Schopenhauer,whoso indignantly "interfered" with the "actual use" madeof language
by those who corrupdy spoke and printed it
every day, guilty of errors of iudgmentbecause
he wrote a prose modelled on the exampleof a
classical literary tradition as remoteas can be
from the everyday traffic in words?
Andwhat is the "everything" that philosophy
"leaves as it is"? Not, surely, the mannerof
thinking and uttering thoughts. Manyphilosophers, like all great poets, havedeeply affected
perception, and therefore language, and therefore havechangedour world: Plato, for instance,
or Descartes, or Rousseau,or Kant, or Nietzsche,
or indeed Wittgenstein.
H ~ N Wittgenstein speaks of the language
W of every day, he does not mean what
"actual usage" would suggest he means. In
fact, he meansLanguage--somethingthat is of
supremeimportance as the repository of human
community, understanding, knowledge, and
wisdom.Whathe calls "actual usage" and "the
language of every day" is hardly more than the
uneasy concession madeby an absolute faith to
the demandfor an empiricalcriterion, or else his
mannerof disdainfully denouncing the violations of languageof which manya philosophiser
has beenguilty in his pursuit of spuriousheights
and depths. With two aphorisms of Investigations aboveall, Wittgensteincan be observedin
the very act of avoiding, in the mannerof an
empiricist fighting shy of metaphysics,the open
declaration of his all-but-metaphysicalbelief in
language:
The problemsarising through a misinterpretation of our forms of languagehavethe character of depth. Theyare deepdisquietudes;their
roots are as deepin us as the formsof our language, and their significance is as great as the
importanceof our language.
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Howtrue; and yet howdisquieting is the word
"misinterpretation"l
What does it mean? It
seems to suggest that there is, or can be, an
absolutely reliable rule for deciding, philosophicallyorphilologically, whatis a correct and
what is a false interpretation of every particular "form of language." But no such standard can apply to a mediumlike language,
whichhas no little share in the allusiveness of
dance and gesture, the elusiveness of music, the
ungrammaticalextravaganciesof life itself. For
no sooner have we left the field of logic,
grammar,and syntax, than we have entered the
sphere of ~esthetics where we no longer wonder
whether a writer has "interpreted" words correctly, but rather whetherhe has used themwell
or badly; and this will be a matter not of any
powerto interpret but of something more adequately described as the feeling for language, a
feeling which has its ground in sensibility or
genius, and has been formedby,tradition--that
is, by the particular "formof life’ within which
alone, according to Wittgenstein, language has
its meaning.
"To imagine a language," he says, "meansto
imaginea form of life."
That this is so, is one of Wittgenstein’s most
striking realisations; and indeed it not only
renders the "rules of language," as he well
knew, logically unmanageablebut also makes
their "description," whichhe hopedfor, a task
that could not be fulfilled by even a legion of
Prousts and Wittgensteins. For what is the
"formof life" which,in one language, is shared
by Goetheand Hitler, or, in another, by Keats
and the Daily Mirror?
~. word"misinterpretation" in the quoted
T Haphorism
conveys yet another suggestion
which is even more erroneous; namely, that
depth is a by-productof error. But if wordslike
depth and truth and error are to have any meaning at all, then truth is deeper than falsehood.
Indeed the suggestion is withdrawn by the
aphorism’s very form and rhythm which unmistakably intimate that languageitself, not merely
its misinterpretation, has the character of depth,
and that the disquietudes which arise from it
are as deep as is the peace which sometimesit
maybring: through a great writer and even,
rarel~, through a philosopher whosethought is
deeply rooted in the mysteryof words--or, to use
the terms of that other aphorism of Wittgenstein: in the ground of language. For this
second aphorism comes close to revealing his
metaphysicalsecret.
"Whatis it that gives to our investigation its
importance," he asks there with the voice of an
imaginaryinterlocutor, "since it seems only to
destroy everything interesting? (As it were all
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Erich Heller

the buildings, leaving behind only bits of stone
and rubble.)" And he replies: "What we are
destroying is nothing but houses ~f cards and
we are clearing up the ground of language on
which they stand."
The ground of language--it is :. transparent
metaphor. And what shines through it is a
mystical light, even if there is nothing left for
it to illumine but a philosophical landscapemost
thoughtfully cleared of allthe fragile and disfiguring edifices built throughout the ages by
the victims of linguistic delusion, s~achas Plato,
St. Thomas Aquinas, Spinoza, or Immanuel
Kant.
It is an ending a litde like that of Goethe’s
Tasso wherea man,a poet, with all his certainties shattered, grasps holdof his la: t possession:
language. It has remained an open question of
literary interpretation whetherthat ,mdingspells
an ultimately happy consummationor a tragedy.
Butso far as philosophyis concerne:1, this enters
with Wittgenstein the stage which has been
reached in this epoch by manyanother creative

:ctivity of the humanmind--bypoetry, for instance, or by painting: the stage whereevery act
of creation is inseparablefromthe critique of its
medium,and every work, intensely reflecting
uponitself, looks like the embodieddoubtof its
own possibility. It is a predicament which
Nietzsche has uncannily anticipated in a sketch
entitled "A Fragment from the History of
Posterity." Its subject is "TheLast Philosopher."
Havinglost faith in a communicableworld, he
is imprisonedwithin his ownself-consciousness.
Nothing speaks to him any more--except his
ownspeech; and, deprived of any authority from
a divinely ordered universe, it is only about his
speech that his speech can speak with a measure
of philosophical assurance.
Wittgenstein says in Philosophical Investigations: "What is your aim in philosophy?--To
showthe fly the wayout of the fly-bottle." But
who asks? Whoanswers? And who is the fly?
I~ is an unholytrinity; the three are one. This
waylies no wayout. Thiswaylie only fly-bottles,
and moreand more fly-bottles.

Song
As the images pull
The fog of distance apart,
Under that steep-browed
Cliff with the echoes calling
I ~ee the water’s light-blue sweep.
The lake is c:~ear and motionless,
In it i~t depth upon depth
Is reflected the changing cloud,
The sv-aying pines, the world.
Myheart is like the lake, full.
Throw in a s~one, it drops
Through the reflected world,
Out of sight, still falling
To darkness, the water heart.
Mylove is like the lake, deep.
Bobert Conquest
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